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PAMARCO EXPANDING SALES AND MANUFACTURING TEAM
October 2, 2018 - Pamarco is pleased to announce the continued expansion of their global
manufacturing and technical sales team. Focused on growth since its birth in 1946, Pamarco
continues to push forward into the future, leveraging product technology and investments in
the talented people necessary for its continued growth. The company is extending their service
capabilities in Latin America, Europe, and North America. The addition of new positions within
the company serve to strengthen its well-established place in a growing packaging marketplace.
In Latin America, Hector Gamboa will join Pamarco as a Technical Sales Engineer with
responsibility for continuing their track record of growth. With a proven record, Hector is
committed to the highest levels of technical support and service.
In Europe, Anne Lander whom started her professional career at Pamarco has taken on the
position of Technical Sales Manager for Pamarco Europe, joining their Warrington team.
Roger Schisel has joined Pamarco as Atlanta Production Manager. Roger brings extensive handson technical skills, coupled with experience and dedication to Lean Manufacturing disciplines.
Pamarco is pleased to introduce these three talented people into new positions and excited to
see the impact they will make.
About Pamarco: Committed to the market since 1946, our business culture and value for
relationships have been the drivers and differentiating factors behind our position as the world’s
most successful print roll supplier to date. From offering the most extensive portfolio of
products on the market, to offering the best consultative advice, to delivering overall superior
customer service; all underpinned by our passionate corporate culture, Pamarco has been able
to build enduring and meaningful relationships with printers and OEM suppliers all around the
world. To find out what Pamarco can do for you, please visit us online at www.pamarco.com.
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